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AN ACCURATE METHOD OF MEASURI1:GTHE XOKENTS

OF IN’ERTIAOjj’A~~LA],~Sc

By M. P. Miller.

Summary

This note contains a description of an improved apparatus

and procedure used by the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics for determining the moments of inertia of airplanes.

The method, based on the pendulum theory, is sinilar to that

previously used, but”a xecent investigation of i’tsaccuracy

has resulted in the improvements described i~erein. The error,

when using the new apparatus and procedure, has been found to

be of the order of 1 per cent. Sample data and calculations

for an airpl~e are included in an appendix.

Int r o duc t i o n

In studvina the motion of an air-olanein rotational fli~ht,

the dynamic forces and couples must be considered. To determine

these forces and couples when the motion is defined requires a

knowledge ~f the momental ellipsoid. Thus, it has become neces-

SZWY to develop an accuxate mesns of determining the ellipsoids

of inertia of airplanes used in a study of rotational flight,

Jparticularly ~pinning.
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A method used by the NatiolM. Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics for determining momental ellipsoids of airplanes has

been previously described in Reference 1. This ‘methodinvolves

swinging the body (airplane) as a pendulum. Since the method

was first developed the app~atus and procedure have been consid-
.

erably improved. In previous swinging tests, the apparatus co:fi-

prisii~ the pendulum system was very susceptible to secondszy

oscillations, which seriously affected the accuracy of the re-

sults. The appsxatus described here has been designed to elizi-

nate as fax as possible the errors due to secondary oscillations,

and has been caxefully tested by swinging a body of known moaent

of inertia. These tests have established the fact that the ac–

curacy attained

A detailed

and sample data

paper.

is satisfactory.

description of the present

for the Doyle O-2 airplane

appmatus and method

are given in this
:/rr

)4 qd’ 4+*:m~’’-””f

Apparatus aiidProcedure
----- -

The quantities needed for the determination of the ellip-..—-—.—
soid~.b’finertia of an airplane by the Ylethoddescribed herein

,—”
are the moments of inertia about the three body axes and a fourth

axis lying i-nthe XZ-plane. Each of these moments of inertia is

calculated from data obtained by swinging the airplane, mouiite~

on a swinging gear, as a pendulwn with the axis about which the

moment of inertia is desired coincident with or parallel to the

axis of Oscillation. The moaent of inertia of the pendulum,
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consisting of the airplane and the swinging gear, about the axis

of oscillation, is calculated directly from the data obt,ained

by swinging. The moment of inertia cf the swinging gesz about

this axis is subtracted from this value, leaving only the ino-

ment of inertia of the airplane about the axis of oscillation.

When the axis about which the moment of inertia is desired is

not coincident with the axis of oscillation, the moment of in-

ertia is transferred to it by a further calculation.

For convenience in handli~~ the airplane two types of pen-
I

dulurns~-e used, - a compound fcr determining the moments of

inertia about the X, Y, and X-Z axes, and a bifilar torsion

type for determining that about the Z axis.
f

For each type of

pendulum the moment of inertia abcut the axis cf oscillation

is calculated from the weight, period, and dimensions. The

dimensions required depend upon the type cf pendulum. The

length from the axis of oscillation to the center of gravity of

the compound pendulum and the length and distance between the

bifilars of the tcrsion pendulum axe needed. The types of pen-

dulums ~e illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

The swinging gear upon which the airplane is suspended is

constructed as a separate unit which is sufficiently rigid to

hold its shape when suspended alone for a determination of its

moment cf inertia by swinging. It is adjustable so that it

can be adapted to the different types of pendulums and to dif-

ferent sizes of airplanes. The weight and dimensions of all
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the members which compose the

it is possible, by noting the

ment, to calculate the weight

the gear for any axrange”ment.

swinging gear are known so that

members used and their arrange-

and center of gravity location of

used to provide definite points of oscillation at the lower ends

of the vertical fibers. The spacer between these joints pre-

vents a change in the distsmce between the vertical fibers when

the pendulum is oscillating.

When used as a compound pendulum, the swinging ge-” con-

sists essentially of a cradle, knife-edges, and tie rods asse~

bled as shown in Figure 1. The cradle is a,rectangular frame

made of two I}beams for supporting the airplane and two light

angle irons for spacers. The length of the spacers is adjust-

able to permit the handling of different sizes of airplanes.

The knife-edges (Fig. 3) provide a definite axis about which

the pendulum oscillates with very little friction. They are

mounted on a track so that their spacing can also be vaxied

when necessary. The tie rods aze used to join the cradle to the

knife-edges. The length and arrangement of the pendulum is

varied by the use of different combinations of tie rods.

When used as a bifilar torsion pendulum, the swinging ge~”

consists of the same essential parts as ’beforewith the addi–

tion”of two universal joints and a spacer at the lower ends of

the two vertical fibers, assembled as shown in Figure 2. The

universal joints ‘are speoi~ly constructed as shown in Figuxe

4, to allow rotation within limits in every direction. They aze
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As the center of gravity of the airplane is the origin of

the axes about which moments of inertia are to be found, its lo-

cation is determined before Canyswinging is done. The method

used for the location of the

principle that the center of

single pivot point lies on a

suspension. In its simplest

center of gravity is based on the

gravity of a body suspended froa a

vertical line through the point of

fcrm the fiethodconsists of suspe~d-

ing the airplane frox two successive points in the XZ-@c.ne.

The ~oiats of attachment are chosen so that the airplane is in-

clined with the nose up foz one suspension and nose down for the
.

other. In each case the projection of a plumb line from the

point of suspension is drawn on the side of the fuselage. A

transit set up with its optical axis in a plane perpendi.cul~ to

the x%pl~ne of the airplane is used for projecting the plumb

lines. The intersection of the two lines locates the vertical

and loilgitudinalposition of the center of gravity. Its laterel

position is assumed to be in the plane of symmetry.

In practice it is not usually convenient to follow the sia-

ple method outlined above, due to the difficulty in finding suit-

able poznts of attaclunenton the c,irplanewhich do not endanger
,’

the structure. A satisfactory method e~ployirigthe use of the

swinging gear assembled as a conpound pendul~ is tkerefore usu-

ally followed. In this case the plumb line for the entire mass,

airplane and sw”inginggear, is found as previously described

and a correction

This SeCGnd

of the body, the

made for the

method makes

airplane and

mass of t~.eswinging ge~.

use of the fact that the two parts

the ge~, exert equsl and opposite
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moments about the axis of the knife-edges. The angles assumed

by the geax when assembled as in Figure 5, and subjected to var-

ied moments about the knife-edge axis, are determined without

the airplane in place. The moments axe applied by hanging known

weights on one side of the cra~e. By this procedure a cali-

bration showing the moment corresponding to any position of the

gear is obtained. The airplane is then mounted on the gear

with the x-axis par~lel to anti equidistant from the I-beams and

in such a position that the ~gle (a) assumed by the cradle

is about 12 to 15 degrees (Fig. 6). The moment of the gear
.

about the knife-edge axis is then found from the calibration,

and since the moments of the gear and airplane are equal in mag-

nitude, the moment of the airplane is thus obtained. The hori-

zontal distance between the center of gravity of the entire sass

and the center of gravity of the airplane is found by dividing

this moment by the weight of the airplane. A vertical line

drawn on the side of the fuselage at the above calculated dis-

tance from the plumb line will then pass through the center of-.

gravity of the airplane. The fore–and-aft position of the air-

plane relative to the gear is then changed so

tion of the gear is approximately as great as

the opposite direction, and a second vertical

that the inclina-

before, but in

line is drawn

through the center of gravity. As by the first method the inter-
.

section of these two lines locates the vertical and longitudinal

● position of the center of gravity of the airplane. A check is
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obtained by moving the airplane until the gear is level. A

plumb line through the knife-edge axis should then pass thro~~h

the intersection of the two lines previously established.

After the center of gravity of the airplane has been found,

the actual swinging tests axe made. For these tests the air–

plane must be mounted on the swinging gem cradle so that its

center of gravity lies on a line passing through the center of

the cradle and normal to the plane of the I-beams. This posi-

tion remains unchtiged throughout the tests, as all the necessary

changes in the gear are made with the tie rods, their attach-

ment to the knife-edges, and the spacing of the knife-edges.

With the airplane thus mounted and the cradle attached to the

knife-edges so that the Y-axis is parallel to the knife-edge
.

axis and the XY-plDe horizontal (Fig. 5), the apparatus is in

. readiness for a determination of the noment of inertia about the

Y-axis. If the center of gravity of the airplane is determined

and finally checked by the method employing the use of the swing-

ing gear, the find check on the center of gravity location

leaves the airpl~e suspended as just described.

AS previously mentioned, the quantities necessary for the

determination of the moment of inert’iaof a compound pendulum

about its axis of oscillation are the weight, period of oscill~

.

.

tion, and length from the knife-edge axis to the center of grav-

ity of the pendulum. The weight is the total of the airplane

and swinging gear weights. To determine the period, the pendulum
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is given an oscillation of small msgnitude and the time for .

fifty or more oscillations found with a stop watch. The length

from the kaife-edge axis to the center of gravity is found from

the respective weights and center of gravity locations of the

swinging gear and airplane. The distance from the knife-edge

axis to the center of gravity of the sear as well as the gear’s

weight is calculated frorlthe weights and dimensions of the com-

ponent members. The,distance from the-knife-edge axis to the

center of gravity of the airplane is found by measuring th~ dif–

ference of elevation between them by means of a trsnsit.

From the moment of inertia of the pendulum about the knife-

edge axis, the mouent of inertia of the airplane about its Y–

axis is found by subtracting the moment of inertia of the gear

and transferring the

ertia of the gear is

the gear alone. For

remainder to the Y-axis. The moment of in-

found by removing the airplane and swinging

convenience, swinging the gear alone for

all types of suspensions is postponed until sll the swinging

tests with the airplane in place are completed.

The moments of inertia about the X and XZ-sxes are found

in a similar manner, but with the changes necessaxy to make the

desired axis parallel to the axis of oscillation. For the X-

axis suspension, the tie rods are connected to the knife-edges

as shown in Figure 1, so that the X-axis is pazallel to the kr.ife-

edge axis and the ICY-planeis horizontal. For the XZ-axis sus-

pension, an inclined axis in the XZ–plane is made parallel to
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by adding short tie rods to either the

front or rear members so that the IiY-planeis rotated about

Y-axis. The angle of inclination of the X-axis is measured

a protractor level

The ~rangeinent of the swinging geax members necessary

the

with

to

form a bifilar suspension for the determination of the moment

of inertia about the Z-axis is shown in F~guze 2. The fibers ..

are made verticsl by spacing the knife-edges as necessary. The

XY-plane is horizontal and the !Z-sxisis made coincident with

the axis of oscillation (by locating the center of gravity inid–

way between the verticsl fibers). The pendulum is given a tor-

sional oscillation and the period found as before for fifty or

more oscillations of small magnitude. me length of the fibers

and the distance between them are measured with a tape. The

moment of inertia of the gear is again found by swinging it with

the airplane removed.

D i s cus s i on

TSe method of obtaining the moments of inertia of an air-

plane described herein has been found to give very satisfactory

results. The accuracy was established by swinging tests con-

ducted with a homogeneous body having

moment of inertia could be computed.

a reg-ulax section whose

The body selected had

approximately the same weight and moment of inertia as a swill

airplane. It was found by comparing the calculated moaent of
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inertia with those obtained from swinging tests

within 1 per cent can be obtained consistently.

10

that an accuracy

This accuracy,

however, depends not only on the construction of the gear but

also upon its dimensions, caxeful operation, and the precision

with which sll measurements are made.

Although the pendulum dimensions are governed somewhat by

the size and type of airplane to be swung, it has been found by

tests that they should also be governed as far as possible by

other considerations. The compound pendulum should be kept

short so that the moment of inertia of the airplane about an

axis through its center of gravity will.be a l~ge percentage

of the total moment of inertia of the pendulum about the axis

of oscillation. Pendulum lengths of approximately 4 to 6 feet

have given satisfactory results with airplanes weighing up to

5000 pounds. In tests of the bifilaz pendulum with varied

lengths of the vertical fibers and a fixed distance between

them, it was found that the results were accurate only when the

length of the vertical fibers was approximately equsl to or

greater than the distance between them. It has been found sat-

isfactory and convenient in swinging various airplanes to place

the vertical fibers about 8 feet apart.

The oscillations of both the compound and bifilar pendulums

should have a small amplitude because the pendulum formulas

only apply when the assumption is valid that
>

sin e =tane =6

(where 6 = one-half the angle of oscillation). In practice

1
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this angle need not exceed 1 degree.

The precision of the measurement of length of the compound

pendulum depends primarily upon the accurate location of the

center of gravity of the airplane. If it is not located accu-

rately the pendulum dimensions will be in error even though sub-

sequent measurements are very precise. This emphasizes the

necessity for extreme care in locating ~d checking the position

of the center of gravity.

An accurate measurement

without any difficulty. The

of the period should be obtained

average of five or more readings

of fifty complete oscillations each will give the required pre-

cision.

To minimize personal errors, two observers should be used.

To eliminate gross errors, two swingings should be made about

eaoh axis with slightly different pendulum lengths. A change in

length of a few inches is sufficient for this purpose. The av-

erage of the two values is taken as the correct moment of iner–

tia. In addition, the airplane should be swurg in both nose-up

and nose-down attitudes, as this affords a check on the position

of the principsl axes of inertia of the airplsne. Data from

both nose-up and nose-down swingings should give identical.posi-

tions of the principal axes.
.

.
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Computations

The followi~~ formulas axe used in calculating the moments
*

of inertia and the dimensions of the omental ellipsoid ~kromthe

~~-~~, i~~6.7.data obtained by swinging the airplane as a pendulum. ~

Moments of Inertia about the Eody Axes.- The moment of in-

ertia of a compound pendulum is

W T2 L
.

Ic = T ““
; 11~

where

Ic = the mo::ertof inertia,about the axis of oscillation
in slugs fee& ,

W = the weight in pounds,

T = the period of one

L = the distance from
center of gravity

. The moment of inertia of

its center of

tire pendulm

of inertia of

complete oscillation in seconds,

the &is of oscillation to the
in feet.

the airplane about an axis thro~~h

.-

gravity equals the mouent of inertia of the en–

about the axis of oscillation minus the aonent

the swinging ge&c about the same axis minus the .

additional moment of inertia due to the displacement of the cen-

ter of gravity of the airplane fron the axis of oscillation.

“f

.“
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the moment of inertia of the airplane about m
axis through the G.G. and parsllel to axis of os-
cillation,

the total weight of the airplane and swinging
gear,

the weight of the swinging gem,

the weight of the airplane,

the period of airpl&ne and swinging gear when
swung together,

the period of the swinging gear when swung alone,

the distance from the axis to the C.G. of the air-
plane and swinging gem,

the distance from the axis to the C.G. of the gear,

the distance from the axis to the C.G. of the
airplane.

The moment of inertia of a bifilar pendulum is

It

where It

w

T

A

L

=WT2A2
16 ma L

= the moinentof inertia about a vertical axis mid-
way between the ve~tical fibers,

= weight, c

= the period of a complete oscillation,

= the distance between the vertical fibers,

= the length of’the vertical fibers.

The moment of inertia of the airplane about an axis through

its C.G. and coincident with the axis of oscillation for the bi-

filar pendulum equals the moment of inertia of the pendulum

about the axis of oscillation minus the moment of inertia of the
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gesx about the same sxis.

where I = the moment of inertia about a vertical axis througg
the C.G. of the airplane,

Wx = the total.weight of the airplane and swinging gear,

TY2 = the weight of the swinging gear,

T1 = the period of the airplane and swinging gear when
swung together,

T2 = the period of the swinging gear when swung alone.

Location of the Principal Axes of the Ellipsoid of Inertia.-

Since the airplane is symmetrical.about the XZ–plane, the trans-

.
,

.-

verse axis will be one of the principal axes of the ellipsoid.

The other two principal axes which lie in the plane of sy;n-

metry are located by

t’an2T. 2E
Iz - Ix

Ix COEP6 + Iz sin20 - Ixz
where E =

sin 2 6

T = the angle between the principal axis and the X-
axis of tileairplsae,

e = the angle between the X and XZ-:aes,

T
~ = the product of inertia about the body axes,

Ix = the moment of inertia about the X-axis,

Iz = the moment of inertia about the Z-axis,

IXz = the moment of inertia about the XZ-axis.

.
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Wherineasuring angles the gositive quadrant is the one

formed by the rearward directed,X-sxis and the uPw~d directed

Z-axis. The sign of the product of inertia (E) determines in

which quadrants, formed by the X– and Z-axes of the airplane,

the principal axes lie. men (E) is zero the principal axes —

coincide with the body axes of the airplane.

.

Principal Moments of Inertia.- The moment of inertia about ..

the transverse axis is one of the principal moments of inertia.

lX1 = Ix COSET - E sin 2T + Iz sin2~

Izl = Iz co~’r + E sin 2 T + Ix sins?

Iyl = Iy L

where Ix!, 1=1, ~y! = the moments of inertia about the
principal axes of the airplane,

lY = the moment of inertia about the Y-axis.
.

●

✌
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1. Green, M. W. : Measurement of the Moments of Inertia of
Full Scale Airplanes. N.A.C.A. Technical
Note No. 265, 1927. .

.
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Appendix

Following ae sample data and calculations for determining

the ellipsoid of inertia of the Doyle O-2 airplane:

Moments of Inertia:

Comound Pendulum -

The moment of inertia about the X–axis is given by

The experimental
airplane sre:

data obtained

W3 Q .

g

by swinging the

Short suspension Long suspension

‘//2

w=

L=

L2

T2

1688 pounds

300 H

1388 n

5.45 feet

3.83 ‘f

5.80 ‘~

3.22 seconds

2.96 ‘1

1693 pounds

305 ‘1

1388 II

6.30 feet

4.59 11

6.67 ‘t

3.31 seconds

3.02 Ii

from which

Ix (short suspension) = 1688 X,.(3.22)2X 5.45 _
39.48

3120X (2.96)2 X 3.83 _ 13883; \&80)2
39.48 /“.

= 710 slugs fee~ ,
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and

17

1= (lOng Suspension] = 1693 x ~~”~) 2 X 6.30 _
.

305’x (3.02)2 X 4.59 _ 1388 x (6.67~
39.48 32.15

lations.

The moment of inertia about the Y-axis and the XZ–axes are

calculated in a similar manner from data obtained with the com-

pound pendulum.

. .

.

.

\

from which

#

.

pendulum -

The moment of inertia about the Z--is is given W

The experimental data obtained by swinging are:

Short suspension—. I&mlgsuspension——

WI 1671 pounds 1671 pounds

W2 283 ‘1 283 “

T1 3.76 secorids 3.84 seconds

T2 3.91 11 3.93 11

A 8.02 feet 8.02 feet

L 8.00 ‘! 8.33 ‘1

Iz (short suspension) =~11~7(~;7~)~o~o( 8.02}2 _
.

283 X (3.91)2 x (8.02)2
157.92 X 8.00

= 979 slugs feet2,

—.
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and
2 X (8.02~2_Iz (long suspension) = 16711~7(~;8~)8.33

●

283 X (5.98)2“X (8.02)2
157.92 X 8.33

= 981 slugs feet2, /$~~* Y“y$& ‘

the average of which is 980 slugs feet2.

The average value of the moment of inertia about each axis

is as follows:

Ix = 713 slugs feet2,

Iy’ = 683 ‘f ‘t

Iz = 980 n ‘1

Ixz = 732 ‘t ‘t (from nose-up swinging X-axis in-
clined 18 degrees’30 minutes),

Ixz = 748 ‘[ ‘1 (from nose-down swinging X-axis in-
clined 18 degrees 30 mirrutes)~.

●

Lecation of Principal Axes:

The product of inertia about the body axes is given by I

E =

where

e =

sin (3 =

COS e =

sin26 =

1% (COI+ e) + Iz ( sin2e) - I~z
sIn 20

Nose-up !Tose-down

18 degrees 30 minutes -18 degrees 30 minutes

● 31~3 -.3173

.9483 +.9483

.6018 -.6018

and the moments of inertia are as given above.
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From the nose-up swinging

E = 713 (.9483)2 + 980 (.3173)2 - 732 = 13 s
.6018 9

From the nose-down swinging

E = 713 (.9483)2 -i-980 (-.31’?’3)2- 748 = 13.3----

The tangent of twice the angle between the principal sxis

and X-axis is given by

ta-lz~ .__2_E__
Iz -:lX

= 2 x 13.3 = JyJgy
980 - 713 2

, from which T =. 2 degrees 51 minutes.
.

Principal Mqaents of Inertia:
●

.

The principal moments of inertia are given by

*

●

Ix: =

Iyl =

Iz! =

Then, since

T=

sin T =

cos T =

sin 2T=

Ix (COST)= - E sin 2T -!-Iz (sin7)2,

Iy>

Iz (COST)2,+ E sin 27 + Ix (sinT)*.

3 degrees 51 minutes

.049?

.9988

● 0996
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and the other quantities am as previously calculated, it fol-

lows that

lX1 = 7130(.S988)2 - 13.3 (.0996) + 980 (.0497)2=

710 slug feet2,9
IYI = 683 slug$ feet2,

Izl = 980 (.9988)Z + 13.3 (.0996) + 713 (.0497)2 =

952 slug feet2~
r

The results of the swinging tests are represented graphic-

ally in Figure 7. This figure shows the trace of the intersec-

tion of the ellipsoid of inertia with the Xz–plme (the plane

of symmetry). It is an ellipse constructed with lX1 and Izr

as the major and minor axes. The moments of inertia about the

X, Z, mid the two X-Z axes are plotted on the figure.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical.Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Lmgley Field, Vs., August 15, 1330.
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Fig.1 Airpleme and swinging gear arran~ed for the
determination of “themoment of inertia about the
X axis by the compofid peildul~ method.-.
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1

t

Axis of oscillation “
coincident with Z axis

,

Fig.2 Airplane aildswinging gear arranged for the
determination of the moment of inertia about the
Z axis by the bifilar torsion pendulum method.
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Fig.4 Universal joint.
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Fig.5 Arrangement for the determination of the moment of
inertia about the Y axis.
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